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High temperature electrolysis of water using solid oxide electrochemical cells (SOEC)
is a promising technology for hydrogen production with high energy efficiency and
may promote decarbonization when coupled with renewable energy sources and
excess heat from nuclear reactors. Over the past several decades there have been
extensive scientific and engineering studies on cell materials and degradation
behaviors that have greatly improved current density, decreased total resistance,
and lowereddegradation rates. Although the technology is nowat a near-commercial
level, maintaining consistency in cell testing and minimizing variance in practical
testing environments is an often overlookedbut crucial topic. To promote high quality
data collection, testing procedures and balance of plant component details are
extremely important to consider. This work discusses some key factors affecting
the reproducibility of practical SOEC testing on the button cell level, namely, current
collection layers, cell sealing procedures, the reliability of steamandhydrogendelivery
systems, cell testing fixture design, and reduction procedures. To provide a baseline
and a level of standardization for the SOECcommunity, thiswork also discloses details
of the standard operating procedure and techniques adopted for o-SOEC testing at
Idaho National Laboratory (INL).
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1 Introduction

There is a pressing need to develop sustainable technologies and renewable energy
sources with substantially reduced carbon emissions. Severing dependence on fossil fuels is
the ideal solution to this climate crisis but will require great strides in energy conversion,
storage, and alternative fuels. To fully integrate renewable energy, which currently is
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intermittent and not completely suitable for an ever-increasing
continuous demand, technology that can efficiently convert and
store electricity into chemicals and fuels is of paramount
importance.

One chemical that shows great promise is hydrogen due to its
extremely high energy density and role as a valuable chemical
feedstock (Laguna-Bercero, 2012). Currently, steam methane
reforming, partial oxidation of hydrocarbons, and coal
gasification are the main methods by which hydrogen is
produced, with steam reforming of natural gas accounting for
75% of all hydrogen production (Bass et al., 2020). The major
issue with these production methods is that fossil fuels are
heavily involved not only as the feedstock but also as the thermal
energy source. These methods also produce a significant amount of
CO2 in addition to the primary hydrogen product, with 7 kg CO2

produced per kg of hydrogen in an average steam reforming process
(Bass et al., 2020).

Among various alternative hydrogen production methods, high
temperature electrolysis (HTE) of water by oxygen-ion conducting
solid oxide electrochemical cells (o-SOECs), is one of the most
promising and cleanest approaches when paired with low-emission
heat and electricity. HTE is significantly more energy efficient when
compared to low temperature electrochemical processes, such as
alkaline water electrolysis (AWE) and proton exchange membrane
(PEM) electrolysis (Ebbesen et al., 2014; Gomez and Hotza, 2016).

The reasoning behind high temperature operation stems from
the thermodynamics of the water electrolysis reaction. The total
energy demand for this reaction is determined by the enthalpy
change shown by Eq. (1), where ΔG is the change in Gibbs free
energy, ΔH is the change in enthalpy, which represents the reaction’s
total energy demand, T is temperature, and ΔS is the change in
entropy.

ΔH � ΔG + TΔS (1)
Figure 1 shows that the electrical energy demand is drastically

reduced at high temperatures and is replaced by thermal energy.

Between 700°C and 900°C about one-third of the total energy
demand for water vapor electrolysis can be supplied by heat
alone and this drastically reduces the cost of the overall energy
input (Grigoriev et al., 2020). The advantages of HTE are readily
apparent but testing o-SOECs in a precise and repeatable manner is
challenging. The testing procedure and ancillary factors surrounding
cell testing can contribute significantly to activation, ohmic, and
mass transport losses in o-SOECs. For example, activation losses are
influenced by reactant gas delivery flow rate and the pressure on
each side of the cell. Ohmic losses can be heavily influenced by
current collection layers, which, when applied poorly, can introduce
a large amount of overall resistance to the cell (in addition to
impacting concentration losses). In addition to activation losses,
mass transport losses can also be influenced by gas delivery and
partial pressure inconsistency on either side of the cell. Even if the
quality of each cell is consistent within a given batch, rigorous
quality control of cell preparation and testing procedures should still
be implemented to ensure reliable data collection and minimize test
variability impacts to uphold the legitimacy of any systematic
scientific investigations involving o-SOEC technology.

2 Challenges in consistent long-term
testing

Once a cell is fabricated or purchased from a vendor, the first
step in a long-term electrolysis test is the application of current
collectors to the cell. This establishes an electrical connection
between the cell and the testing fixture/electrochemical testing
station. Next, the cell must be sealed onto a testing fixture to
ensure a gas tight seal that separates the air side and fuel side.
This is critical to ensure no combustion occurs from cross-over
leakage which impacts the partial pressures of reactants/products
and disturbs the overall thermal environment of the cell.

Next, precise steam/hydrogen delivery to the fuel side of the cell
must be considered. This manifests in the form of testing fixture and
reactant delivery system designs that facilitate cell support, a
controlled thermal environment, and efficient reactant and
product transport. Lastly, the cell must be conditioned before
electrochemical testing can begin. Inconsistent control of
parameters or factors in all these steps alone and in tandem can
lead to a high variance in collected data. In the following, common
practices with possible issues encountered in each of these steps are
discussed in detail.

2.1 Current collection methods

Current collection is an important yet commonly overlooked
area in o-SOEC testing and can greatly affect overall cell
performance, especially in terms of ohmic and polarization
resistance (Rolle et al., 2012). Current collectors are used to
collect or deliver electrons to and from the cell electrodes. The
current collectors should be porous enough over the active area of
the cell to allow gas flow to the triple phase boundaries (TPB)
(Ahmed and Ahmed, 2022). Performance data in the literature, such
as area specific resistance (ASR) and power outputs, for fuel cells
with similar compositions and fabrication processes may vary

FIGURE 1
Energy demand for water electrolysis as a function of
temperature (Reproduced from Bi et al. (Bi et al., 2014)).
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greatly. In some cases, such discrepancies in reported cell
performances can be attributed to different current collection
layers/methods (Guo et al., 2011).

Current collectors can affect both electrode and electrolyte layers
of the cell and can cause non-negligible losses in performance.
Optimization of current collection layers have been shown to
increase cell performance by a factor of up to 1.6 (based on
power density tests in fuel cell mode) (Noh et al., 2013). Proper
current collection layer application can also reduce overall cell
resistance by as much as 70% (Jiang et al., 2003). Under constant
current conditions, these performance improvement metrics (power
density and cell resistance) are directly proportional. This implies
that proper current collection can increase general cell performance
by 65%–70% compared to unoptimized collection.

Current collection layers usually consist of either metal inks
(e.g., Au, Ag, Pt, Ni) or electrode slurry pastes (e.g., LSCF, NiO, etc.)
alongside precious metal contact meshes and wires. For electrode
slurry pastes, the choice of material depends on the specific
environment of the electrode, namely, being oxidizing or
reducing. For example, LSCF paste would be chosen for the air
electrode, which is typically exposed to air or an O2 containing gas
flow, whereas NiO would be used for the fuel electrode which is
exposed to reducing conditions during operation. It is important to
note that due to the high cost of precious metals, the aforementioned
current collector materials are used for single cell lab scale testing
only and are not feasible for stack testing or full commercial
operation (Chou et al., 2014). This section discusses current
collectors primarily for planar button cells, but for tubular/
microtubular cells and stack level o-SOECs, the current pathways
are longer and the current collector is even more crucial, reinforcing
the importance of this cell layer (Zhong et al., 2009; Casarin and
Sglavo, 2015; Hodjati-Pugh et al., 2021).

Aside from electronic conductivity, the most important criteria
for choosing and applying current collectors are good adhesion with
electrodes, sufficient porosity to facilitate gas flow, and material
compatibility. For example, poor adhesion of current collection
layers can introduce significant electrical resistance which can be
mistaken for poor cell performance. Loss of adhesion/contact is also
the main cause for abrupt drops in cell performance or sudden cell
failure, especially under the high humidity conditions that
accompany o-SOEC testing (Jiao and Shikazono, 2014).
Furthermore, current collectors with poor porosity can impede
the flow of gas to the electrode area, thereby significantly
increasing electrode polarization resistance due to mass transfer
limitations and thus concentration losses.

Material compatibility should be verified to prevent the current
collection layer from reacting with any cell components, especially at
cell operating temperatures (650°C–1,000°C) for extended periods of
time. For example, Ag ink has relatively low electrochemical
stability, especially under potentiostatic operation. This means Ag
can migrate and penetrate through o-SOEC electrodes to the YSZ
electrolyte (De Silva et al., 2011). Specifically, Ag collects at the fuel
electrode-electrolyte interface or air electrode-buffer layer interface
over time and its deposition reduces electrode porosity and shrinks
the TPB.

It is speculated that the driving forces for Ag migration are current
flow and oxygen ion flux, but a specific mechanism is still unclear
(Simner et al., 2005; Hughes et al., 2012;Majewski andDhir, 2018; Khan

et al., 2021). For o-SOECs this occurs primarily at the air electrode
because of its exposure to oxidizing conditions. Furthermore, Ag can
formdendrites at high temperatures in the presence of hydrogen even in
the absence of current flow, which leads to similar migration problems
on the fuel electrode side as well (Yang et al., 2018). For these reasons,
Ag current collectors are not recommended for long term (>500 h)
o-SOEC testing despite their superior electrical conductivity at room
temperature (6.2 × 105 S/cm) (Guo et al., 2011). Au and Pt are more
suitable for long-term testing due to their higher chemical inertness,
although they are relatively less conductive than Ag andmust be fired at
higher temperatures (900°C or higher) to ensure good adhesion to the
cell electrode, whichmay exceed the sintering temperature of certain cell
components.

Aside from choosing the appropriate material, format is also
important because it can differentiate between good and poor
adhesion. For example, annealed metal contact meshes are
desired for current collection layers because of their uniformity
across the electrode area which provides even electrical contact
across the cell. Mesh with reduced grid size improves lateral
conduction across the electrode surface and patterned meshes are
more effective than woven meshes because they have better contact
to the electrode surface (Noh et al., 2013).

FIGURE 2
Optical micrographs of woven Pt (A) and Ag (B) mesh current
collectors (Reproduced from Jiang et al. (Jiang et al., 2003)).
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Jiang et al. compared Ag and Pt meshes and found that while the
designed contact area of the Ag mesh was only slightly higher
(6.74%) than the Pt mesh (4.62%), the actual or observed contact
area for the Ag mesh was a factor of 3 higher, namely, 13.68% as
compared to 4.62% for the Ag and Pt mesh, respectively (see
Figure 2). This has been attributed to the relatively lower melting
point of Ag (~962°C) compared to Pt (1772°C). At a testing
temperature of 800°C, the Ag mesh is much softer than the Pt
mesh and which increases both the contact area and adhesion to the
electrode. As a result, the cell with the Ag mesh current collector
showed higher performance in terms of both ohmic resistance and
peak power density (Jiang et al., 2003).

The choice of mesh is also dependent on which electrode the
current collection layer is being attached to. For the fuel electrode
Ni-YSZ, Ni mesh is preferred as the current collector because its
chemical and physical properties most closely match the fuel
electrode material (Guillodo et al., 2000; Jiao and Shikazono,
2014). Ni mesh and related current collectors show lower
polarization resistance than either Pt or Au, and therefore are an
ideal choice for the button cell tests.

In addition, the mesh area is usually filled with electrode pastes
(electrode slurry that has not yet been fired/sintered) to ensure full
electrical contact across the entire electrode area. These electrode
pastes do not necessitate a sintering process as they are just fired
enough to stick to the mesh and electrode. Sintering this electrode
contact paste would increase electrode thickness and integrate itself
into the electrode. This would increase the overall cell thickness and
drop current and power densities (Kim and Virkar, 1999). Thus, a
simple lower temperature firing/drying process is sufficient. For
o-SOECs, LSCF and NiO are popular choices for electrode pastes.

Another advantage of electrode paste slurries is that they possess
a higher porosity than metal inks, such as Au or Pt inks, and
therefore rarely require the addition of pore formers. One drawback
of electrode pastes as current collectors is that, like metals, their
electrical conductivity has an inverse relationship with their porosity
(Guo et al., 2011). In a sintered state, electrode materials possess
high electrical conductivity at o-SOEC operating temperatures but
in a more lightly fired form used in a current collection layer, the
electrical conductivity is lowered due to higher porosity. This could
reduce cell performance to a level below that of a cell using only Ag
ink (Guo et al., 2011). Alternatively, metal inks can be effective if
applied uniformly with a method such as screen printing (Liao et al.,
2016) and many groups continue to use Ag ink and wires for their
testing (Chen et al., 2012). Overall, each type of current collector
material has important tradeoffs to consider and failing to examine
aspects of testing needs can cause significant drops in cell
performance.

The standard operating procedure (SOP) for electrode paste
recipes and current collector application developed at INL is detailed
as follows. Representative images of attached current collection
layers and a detailed schematic of the cell configuration showing
all layers in an exploded view are presented in Figures 3, 4,
respectively.

Electrode paste recipe (LSCF and NiO):

1. Mix 1:1 electrode powder and 5% ethyl cellulose in α-terpineol.
2. Mix with a planetary mixer.

a. 5 min mixing at 2000 rpm;

b. 5 min defoaming at 2,200 rpm.

Procedure for current collection layer attachment (1 inch cell
diameter):

1. Fuel electrode:
a. An 80 mm long platinum wire (0.25 mm diameter) is cut and
folded in half, then bent into a ring shape with two tails.

b. 50-gauge Ni mesh (0.009″ diameter wire) is punched into a
13 mm diameter disc and flattened.

c. Ni mesh is centered and placed on top of the fuel electrode.
d. Heraeus platinum ink is spread over the stretch of Pt wire ring
that will be in contact with themesh. The resulting Pt wire ring
with ink is then pressed lightly on top of the mesh to attach the
mesh and wire to the fuel electrode.

e. 0.025 g of NiO electrode paste is spread over the fuel electrode
to fully coat the mesh yet not fully submerge it and adhere the
mesh to the fuel electrode.

f. Final assembly is dried at 100°C in an oven for 2 h.
2. Air electrode:

a. An 80 mm long platinum wire (0.25 mm diameter) is cut and
folded in half.

b. 52-gauge platinum mesh is punched into a 13 mm diameter
disc and flattened.

c. Heraeus platinum ink is spread over the stretch of Pt wire that
will be in contact with the mesh. The Pt wire is then adhered to
the mesh by lightly pressing the inked wire and mesh together.

d. This wiremesh assembly is then dried in an oven at 100°C for
1 h and fired to 1,200°C for 2 h.

e. 0.025 g of LSCF electrode paste is spread over the air electrode
and the wire-mesh assembly is placed over this wet paste.

f. The final assembly is dried at 100°C for 2 h.

Firing procedure for current collection layer:

1. Ramp to 400°C at 1°C/min.
2. Hold at 400°C for 1 h.
3. Ramp to 1,000°C at 2°C/min.
4. Hold at 1,000°C for 2 h.
5. Cool to room temperature (25°C) at 3°C/min.

2.2 Cell sealing pastes

Once the current collection layers have been applied, the next
step is to seal the cell on the testing fixture to form a gas tight
separation between the two electrodes to prevent combustion
resulting from the mixing of hydrogen and oxygen. This sealing
step is crucial given that any occurrence of combustion can both
extensively damage the cell and may cause safety concerns
(Timurkutluk et al., 2022). Sealing materials should be electrically
insulating (≥104 Ω cm at operating temperature) and chemically
inert towards cell components and oxidizing/reducing conditions
(Lara et al., 2004; Reis et al., 2006; Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a).

Additionally, the paste must be thermally stable for at least
several thousand hours and have a coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) between 8.5 and 12 × 10−6 K−1 to maintain compatibility with
YSZ. Specifically, the CTE of a paste should deviate by no more than
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2 × 10−6 K−1 compared to that of the cell component it is in contact
with (Mahapatra and Lu, 2010b).

Types of seals include compressive, compliant, and rigidly bonded
seals. Compressivemica seals are typically used in testing of large planar
single cells or stacks (Chou et al., 2014). For button cell tests, rigidly
bonded seals are preferred because of their flexibility, cost effectiveness,
and modularity (Weil et al., 2006; Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a). Most
rigidly bonded seals used for SOFC/SOEC sealing at the button cell level

are glass-ceramic composites because they possess more predictable
properties and are partially crystallize at high temperature
(devitrification) (Timurkutluk et al., 2019). These composites contain
mostly aluminosilicates mixed with smaller amounts of other metal
oxides, such as BaO, MgO, SrO, La2O3, and B2O3 (Singh, 2006; Lessing,
2007;Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a; Yang et al., 2013). A summary ofmetal
oxide constituents and their roles in a glass/glass-ceramic sealing paste is
shown below in Table 1.

FIGURE 3
Current collectors attached on the (A) fuel electrode and (B) air electrode of a 1-inch o-SOEC cell.

FIGURE 4
Exploded view of o-SOEC cell configuration with current collectors.
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Glass-ceramic sealants are mechanically and electrically
insulating, their CTE can match with YSZ (9–13 vs. 10.3 ×
10−6 K−1), and their chemical compositions have great space for
subtle or drastic modification in order to achieve desired properties
(Singh, 2006; Ye et al., 2012; Puig et al., 2014; de Pablos-Martin et al.,
2020). A typical glass-ceramic sealing paste contains glass/ceramic
powder, an organic binder/vehicle, and a solvent. Common organic
binders include ethyl cellulose and polyethylene glycol. Common
solvents used are ethanol, α-terpineol, and water.

To seal the button cell onto the testing fixture, the paste is
applied and then heated in a firing process to burn off the organic
binder and exceed the glass/ceramic’s glass transition temperature
(Tg), then heated above the softening point (Ts) to cure/harden the
glass (Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a). Heating above Ts allows the paste
to flow to a certain degree and fill in the pores left by the organic
burn off before cooling down and re-hardening to create a rigid
seal (Lessing, 2007). Maintaining T > Tg during the firing process
allows the paste to stay slightly viscous so that it can flow to self-
repair any cracks that might arise from cell/paste CTE mismatch
(Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a). The Tg for o-SOEC glass-ceramic
pastes typically falls between 650°C and 800°C and Ts should be
above operating temperature but below 1,000°C to minimize
undesired reactions between cell components (Mahapatra and
Lu, 2010a). Other rigidly bonded seal formulations have been
tested in the literature, including glass-metal composites, ceramic
composites, and alumnosilicate cements (Lessing, 2007;
Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a). However, various tradeoffs between
cost, complexity, reactivity, CTE matching, and overall
effectiveness in preventing leakage have firmly established glass-
ceramics as the most effective and easily accessible rigidly bonded
seal choice for o-SOEC button cell testing (Lessing, 2007;
Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a). A comparison between the various

types of seals is shown in Table 2 and a comparison between the
types of rigidly bonded seals is shown in Table 3.

Thermal cycling stability of o-SOECs is another issue related to
sealing procedure/material choice. If thermal cycling is desired in
testing, there is very little tolerance for CTE mismatch between the
sealant, cell, and testing fixture. For the electrode supported cell
testing detailed in this work, thermal cycling is not considered
feasible. The button cell protocols demonstrated here use rigidly
bonded glass seals that are less tolerant to thermal cycling.
Compressive type seals like mica are ideal for thermal cycling but
their use requires a testing fixture design that can accommodate
compression (Ihringer, 2011; Coquoz et al., 2015; Hackett et al.,
2015; Wu and Shy, 2017; Pichot et al., 2020). When applying any
sort of glass or ceramic sealing paste, it is imperative to create two
discrete gas environments that are separated by the cell’s dense
electrolyte. For example, an electrode-supported cell needs the
sealant to completely cover the edge of the porous electrode
support to prevent even a small amount of gas from leaking
from the fuel to air side. Even a pinhole type leak can impact the
reduction procedure and open circuit voltage, leading to drastically
decreased cell performance. The glass paste recipe and application/
curing procedure adopted for button cell testing at INL is detailed as
follows.

Glass paste recipe:

1. For a 10 g basis, first mix 3.3% ethyl cellulose in α-terpineol
(0.33 g ethyl cellulose +9.67 g α-terpineol).

2. Heat this mixture for a few hours in a drying oven (~100°C) and
visually inspect for complete dissolution of ethyl cellulose. See
Figure 5.

3. Once 3.3% ethyl cellulose/terpineol dissolution is complete, mix
with ethanol and Schott 018-354 glass powder (6 parts glass

TABLE 1 Functions of different oxide constituents in a sealing glass (Reproduced from Mahapatra et al. (Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a)).

Glass constituent Oxide Function

Network former SiO2, B2O3 Form glass network

Determine Tg and Ts

Determine thermal expansion coefficient

Determine adhesion/wetting with other SOFC/SOEC components

Network modifier Maintain charge neutrality

Li2O, Na2O, K2O Create non-bridging oxygen species

BaO, SrO, CaO, MgO Modify glass properties such as Tg, Ts, and thermal expansion coefficient

Intermediate Al2O3, Ga2O3 Hinder devitrification

Modify glass viscosity

Additive La2O3, Nd2O3, Y2O3 Modify glass viscosity

Increase thermal expansion coefficient

ZnO, PbO Improve glass flowability

NiO, CuO, CoO, MnO Improve sealing glass adhesion to other cell components

Cr2O3, V2O5

TiO2, ZrO2 Induce devitrification
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powder:1 part 3.3% cellulose in terpineol:0.1 parts ethanol). Mix
these 3 components well until a uniform, thick white paste forms.
See Figure 6.

Glass paste application:

1. Use a ringstand/clamp to hold up and level a 1″ alumina testing
fixture.

2. Load ~0.5 mL of glass paste into a syringe and deliver it evenly on
the end of a 1″ alumina testing fixture. Even coverage and
uniformity are very important.

3. Once the layer of glass paste is applied evenly, place the cell on the
fixture and press very lightly to secure it.

4. Apply a layer of glass paste on the top of the cell in a ring that
closely follows the outer edge.

5. Use a clean nitrile/latex gloved hand or a clean spatula to deftly
roll the top layer of paste down over the edge of the cell until it
contacts the original layer of glass paste. Ensure that the edge of
the cell is completely covered by the glass paste.

6. Closely monitor the position of the glass paste and push it up if it
drips or flows down the side of the fixture too much. This process
should take about 30 min until the paste air dries enough to stop
moving on its own.

7. Let the paste dry overnight and then wrap the current collector
wires around the leads on the testing fixtures. See Figure 7 for a
view of dried glass paste after application.

TABLE 2 Summary of solid oxide cell seal types (Mahapatra and Lu, 2010a).

Seal type PROS CONS

COMPRESSIVE Thermal cycling resistance Complex design High cost Poor stability Electrically insulating Requires more complex testing fixture
design to accommodate compression

Easy replacement

COMPLIANT Low thermal stress Poor oxidation resistance

Embrittled by hydrogen

Electrically conductive

High cost (precious metal and metal alloys)

RIGIDLY
BONDED

Most hermetic Poor thermal cycling resistance

Modular

High electrical resistivity

Flexibility in fabrication and design

Chemically resistant to reactant and
product gases

Low cost

TABLE 3 Comparison of rigidly bonded seals (Lessing, 2007).

Rigidly bonded seal type PROS CONS

CERAMIC COMPOSITE Limited crack repair functionality during cell
operation

Complex design

GLASS-METAL COMPOSITE Crack repair functionality during cell operation Complex design

Redox stability concerns for the metal

High cost (precious metals)

Devitrification of the glass component compromises the repair functionality

CEMENTS Low cost Porous

Poor bonding with cell components

Issues with gas leakage

GLASS-CERAMIC Commercially formulated Difficult to synthesize correctly in lab/in house Not suitable for stacks due to Boron
content

Low cost

Wide range of CTE matches

Most hermetic
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2.3 Gas delivery systems

The next area to consider is the design of cell testing fixtures and
humidifiers. For o-SOECs, steam is required for electrolysis, which
needs reliable and controlled delivery to the fuel electrode at a desired

concentration (3%, 10%, 50%, etc.) (Zheng et al., 2019). This gaseous
water must also be mixed with a hydrogen stream to maintain a
reducing atmosphere on the fuel electrode side and prevent reoxidation
of Ni. For the air electrode, ambient furnace air can be used.

FIGURE 5
3.3% Ethyl Cellulose in α-Terpineol Solution (A) unheated and (B) heated to full dissolution.

FIGURE 6
Glass paste (fully mixed).

FIGURE 7
Dried glass paste after application.
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The foremost challenge in o-SOEC testing is water vapor
delivery (humidification). Maintaining proper humidity levels at
the fuel electrode has a significant effect on the quality of
electrochemical performance data, overall electrolysis efficiency,
and the quality of data used to determine the faradaic efficiency
of the water electrolysis reaction (Ou et al., 2017; Eder and
Preißinger, 2020; Zhang et al., 2022). Improper or unstable
humidification is often seen as oscillations in either current or
voltage signals during electrochemical testing and is the result of
fluctuation, either high or low, in humidification levels from a
desired setpoint (Sanchez et al., 2016).

Common methods for steam delivery in o-SOEC testing are
bubble humidifiers (bubblers), combustion humidifiers, and steam
generators (Vasu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2022). Combustion
humidifiers, sometimes called hydrogen burners, can more
precisely deliver the desired quantity of water vapor in a
relatively short amount of time when compared to bubblers
(Zhang et al., 2022). However, the increased potential explosive
risk of combustion humidifiers requires an extensive safety review
for long-term operation. Steam generators (boilers) are another
option, but their higher flowrates (>100 sccm) are often excessive
for lab scale testing, not to mention the safety concerns that are
raised from requiring a pressure vessel and its associated auxiliary
components (Zhang et al., 2022).

Bubblers are technically simple and are much safer (Eder et al.,
2022). The drawback of bubblers is that they are slow to change
conditions when ramping or cooling to a temperature/water vapor
concentration setpoint and the actual relative humidity versus the
bubbler setpoint can vary by ~5% (Liu and Sharqawy, 2016; Fang
et al., 2022). Bubblers require several minutes to reach steady state
when ramping or cooling to a setpoint (Fang et al., 2022). Bubblers
control the water vapor concentration by varying water temperature
which is directly proportional to its vapor pressure. Note that the
local altitude needs to be considered when calculating the
temperature setpoint of the bubbler to achieve the target steam
concentration.

In bubblers, water vapor is carried by a gas stream which flows
into the bubbler reservoir through a porous tip. The gas stream
bubbles through the liquid water and rises to the headspace above
the reservoir where the gas stream (hydrogen) mixes with the water
vapor. The outlet stream then leaves the bubbler. The lines carrying
the humidified gas between the bubbler and the cell fixture must be
heated to prevent condensation. Specifically, the heated lines must
consistently exceed the dew point which leads to a minimum
controller setting of 120°C in practice for 50% steam/50%
hydrogen fuel side conditions. Depending on the type and
quality of heating control used, this temperature setting can vary.
Specifically, the layout and heating of the heated lines must be
considered carefully as any condensation in the inlet gas lines can
significantly decrease data quality. It is beneficial to decrease the
length of the lines and fully cover the lines with heat trace and
insulation. Outlet lines should be heated until the product stream
reaches the condenser. The condenser is necessary for separating the
water vapor from the hydrogen before the product stream enters the
laboratory ventilation system. This is done for the sake of safety and
minimizing the possibility of creating a flammable mixture. All
outlet lines prior to the condenser should be sloped downward to
facilitate drainage and should be at least 3/8’’. Using 1/4″ diameter

lines can create back pressure into the testing fixture when
condensed water droplets fill the interior of the tube. Liu et al.
showed that it is beneficial for the bubbler to operate at sub-
atmospheric pressure (~0.48 bar) because it increases the heat
transfer rate to the water (Liu and Sharqawy, 2016). Conversely,
Ma et al. showed that bubbler performance decreases with an
increase in inlet gas velocity (5 m/s to 20 m/s), reinforcing the
idea that bubblers are best suited for lab scale single cell
applications where total gas flowrates are relatively low (Ma
et al., 2019). A P&ID diagram for an o-SOEC testing stand used
at INL is shown in Figure 8.

The cell testing fixture is the second gas delivery system design
considered in o-SOEC testing. The role of the testing fixture is to
separate the air and fuel electrodes of the cell and deliver the
humidified hydrogen stream to the fuel electrode of the cell. In
addition, it vents the product gases to an outlet stream that can be
used for further experimentation or analysis (cold trap, hydrogen
recycle stream, GC analysis, etc.).

It is ideal to match the material of the testing fixture’s tube to the
support material of the cell. For example, Ni-YSZ supported cells
can minimize CTE mismatch by using zirconia support tubes. This
minimizes mechanical stress on the cell during temperature ramping
or cooling and helps to prevent possible leakage during cell sealing
firing procedures. Due to the low cost, alumina testing tubes are the
most common support but other high hardness ceramics that can
resist SOEC temperature ranges (650°C–1000°C) can be used as well
(Shen et al., 2022). The schematics for the 1 inch testing fixtures used
at INL are shown in Figure 9.

2.4 Reduction procedure

Once the current collectors have been attached, the cell has been
sealed on the testing fixture, and a humidification system and testing
fixtures are in place, the steam electrode of the cell must be reduced
before testing. The reduction conditions and procedure have also
been shown to have non-negligible effects on cell performance (Li
et al., 2010; Cheng et al., 2015). The steam electrode composed of Ni/
YSZ in a typical o-SOEC must be exposed to a reducing atmosphere
to convert the NiO to electronically conductive and catalytically
active Ni and to create pores in the electrode to allow for diffusion of
reactant gases (Cheng et al., 2015). This reduction process is
conducted by exposing the steam electrode at a given
temperature to a hydrogen rich atmosphere in stages by
gradually increasing the concentration of hydrogen and reducing
the concentration of argon/nitrogen (Cheng et al., 2015). This
sensitive reduction process has been linked to Ni coarsening/
agglomeration and must be conducted with great care to avoid
damage to the Ni/YSZ electrode microstructure (Makowska et al.,
2015). Three main factors in the reduction procedure may influence
the cell performance, including the temperature, reduction time, and
hydrogen concentration.

The reduction temperature has a major effect on the steam
electrode microstructure in terms of structural homogeneity, Ni
crystallite size, and porosity. Nickel agglomeration/coarsening is
considered as one of the major degradation mechanisms in o-SOECs
(Hauch et al., 2008; Osinkin et al., 2010; Hauch et al., 2011; Holzer
et al., 2011). While primarily deemed as a long-term consequence of
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testing, Ni agglomeration may occur during reduction as well
(Mogensen et al., 2021). Studies by Li et al. showed SEM images
and EIS spectra of various cells after being reduced at 550, 650, and
750°C. They found that 650°C is the optimal reduction temperature
for Ni/8YSZ anode supported cells with LSM air electrode because at
650°C there was minimal Ni agglomeration, and the total cell
resistance was the lowest compared to the cells reduced at 550°C
and 750°C, as shown in Figure 10 (Li et al., 2010).

Conversely, a study on electrode activation by Haanappel et al.
showed that anode supported Ni/YSZ cells (LSM or LSCF air
electrode, YSZ electrolyte, Ni/YSZ anode) performed best after
being reduced at 900°C (Haanappel et al., 2006). Manukyan et al.
studied the reduction of bulk NiO crystals in hydrogen and revealed
that incomplete reduction occurs at temperatures less than or equal to
500°C with NiO still present in the complex microstructure. Pore size
at these lower temperatures is ~100 nm. At 1,000°C and above, full
reduction occurs in seconds, but the pore size of the resulting
microstructure decreases to 10 nm or less (Manukyan et al., 2015).
Since this study used partially oxidized Ni wires rather than an actual
Ni/YSZ fuel electrode, it is difficult to make direct comparisons with
studies conducted on real solid oxide cells. However, it gives a possible
lower and upper limit for o-SOEC reduction temperature. Below
500°C, it is likely that the Ni-YSZ electrode will not be completely
reduced. Above 1,000°C, the reduction process will probably occur too
quickly and shrink the pores in the microstructure to a point where
gas diffusion is impeded. Additionally, the Ni crystal growth can be
excessive enough at extreme temperatures to cause phase separation
in the Ni-YSZ cermet.

Reduction time also has a major effect on the electrochemical
performance of an o-SOEC cell. The Ni/YSZ electrode should be
reduced for at least 5 h and the OCV should be monitored
throughout the reduction process (Li et al., 2010). Reducing for
less than 5 h may result in incomplete reduction of NiO in the steam
electrode, which would raise the total resistance of the cell. Besides
the reduction timeframe, the cell should be considered fully reduced
when the OCV deviates less than ~1 mV/h after reaching a value
close to the theoretical Nernst potential. With this metric, some cells
may take less than 5 h to fully reduce but to minimize testing error it
is recommended to leave a cell overnight on OCV under reducing
conditions.

The hydrogen concentration is the third variable in the
reduction procedure and is most important in the first 1 or 2 h
of the reduction procedure. Initially, the cell testing fixture should
be flushed with argon or nitrogen before hydrogen is introduced to
remove ambient oxygen from inside the system. This both prevents
a possible combustible mixture from forming inside the system
and establishes a stable inert atmosphere. When hydrogen is
introduced, it should be done fractionally, from 5% to 10%,
20%, 50%, and 100%. The reasoning for this gradual increase is
to control the reduction kinetics and minimize the stress on the cell
as the fuel electrode undergoes its chemical change in the presence
of hydrogen, which is an exothermic process that can trigger
autocatalysis once started and possibly produce local hot spots
(Rodriguez et al., 2002). The hydrogen concentration is related to
the intensity of these hot spots and therefore should be increased as
gradually as possible to prevent unnecessary sintering or

FIGURE 8
Full P&ID for an o-SOEC testing stand at INL.
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agglomeration of metallic Ni. At each given hydrogen
concentration, the gas flow should not be changed until the
OCV has reached a steady state. Once the OCV is stable, the
hydrogen concentration can be increased to the next fraction and
conversely the argon can be decreased to maintain a constant total
flow rate into the testing fixture. Not maintaining a constant flow
rate introduces stress to the cell in the form of gas pressure and
should be avoided. Once the cell OCV is stable at 100% hydrogen,
electrochemical testing can commence.

Overall, a reduction procedure requires precise control of
temperature, exposure time, and hydrogen concentration. The
general reduction temperature for o-SOECs should be greater
than 500°C but less than 1,000°C and can vary within this range
depending on the desired operating temperature. Next, total
reduction time should be at least 5 h and the cell should be
held at each hydrogen concentration threshold (10%, 20%, 30%,
50%, etc.) until the fluctuation in OCV is less than 1 mV/h to
confirm steady state conditions. Lastly, hydrogen concentration

control should be done as gradually as possible within realistic
time constraints and maintain a constant total flow rate to the cell
when changing the concentration of hydrogen and the balance
inert gas. The full glass sealing procedure and cell reduction
procedure optimized at INL are shown in Table 4 The total fuel
side flowrate is 100 sccm for a 1 inch o-SOEC.

3 Summary

While great technical strides have been made and continue to be
made in o-SOEC research and development, different research
groups rarely include practical testing details in their
publications. This often makes it very difficult if not impossible
to replicate the vast number of results reported in o-SOEC literature
and compare results across different groups. Obtaining consistently
high-quality data relies heavily on these more sensitive details and
neglecting them causes a significant detriment to cell performance.

FIGURE 9
Schematics of the alumina testing fixture used at INL: (A) fully assembled testing fixture with cell and glass sealant paste and (B) exploded view of the
testing fixture showing all components. The design of this INL fixture is intentionally geometrically simple because its individual components are
purchased unmodified from commercial vendors. The lack of modification is suggested for ease of use and expediting test stand setup. However, more
geometrically complex designs for a testing fixture could be investigated for their effect on optimizing reactant gas flows (Huang et al., 2010).
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As the discussion of these topics are scarce in the literature, the full
testing and cell preparation procedure demonstrated here is meant
to provide a baseline for the solid oxide electrolysis community and
offer a level of standardization in this research field. Despite the

standardization we aim to establish with this work, we also stress
that the methods and recipes presented here are meant to be
modified and improved upon by the solid oxide electrolysis
community.

FIGURE 10
Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) for the single cells reduced at different temperatures and then tested at: (A) 700°C; (B) 750°C; (C) 800°C;
(D) 850°C (Reproduced from Li et al. (Li et al., 2010)).

TABLE 4 Glass sealing procedure and cell reduction procedure.

Step Process Hold
time (H)

Operating
temperature (°C)

H2 (%) fuel
side

AR/N2 (%)
fuel side

H2O (%)
fuel side

O2 (%) air
side

AR/N2 (%)
air side

0 Heat up - Ramp 1°C/min 0 0 0 21 79

1 Organics removal 1 400 0 100 0 21 79

2 Glass sealant curing 2 850 0 100 0 21 79

3 Ar/N2 Flush and
leak check

2 750 0 100 0 21 79

4 Cell reduction start 24 750 5 95 0 21 79

5 Fuel ramp #1 1 750 10 90 0 21 79

6 Fuel ramp #2 1 750 20 80 0 21 79

7 Fuel ramp #3 1 750 50 50 0 21 79

8 Dry fuel cell
conditions

1 750 97 0 3 21 79

9 Wet electrolysis 0–3,000 750 50 0 50 21 79
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